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Abstract: Single object tracking based on deep learning has achieved the advanced performance in many applications of
computer vision. However，the existing trackers have certain limitations owing to deformation，occlusion，movement
and some other conditions. We propose a siamese attentional dense network called SiamADN in an end-to-end offline
manner，especially aiming at unmanned aerial vehicle（UAV） tracking. First，it applies a dense network to reduce
vanishing-gradient，which strengthens the features transfer. Second，the channel attention mechanism is involved into
the Densenet structure，in order to focus on the possible key regions. The advance corner detection network is
introduced to improve the following tracking process. Extensive experiments are carried out on four mainly tracking
benchmarks as OTB-2015，UAV123，LaSOT and VOT. The accuracy rate on UAV123 is 78.9%，and the running
speed is 32 frame per second（FPS），which demonstrates its efficiency in the practical real application.
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0 Introduction

Visual object tracking（VOT）has received con⁃
siderable attention due to its wide applications in vid⁃
eo surveillance， human-computer interaction， un⁃
manned driving and other fields［1］. Its main function is
to estimate the position of certain target in a video se⁃
quence，as the target position in the initial frame is
given. Although the VOT algorithms have been stud⁃
ied for decades，and great progress has been made in
recent years［2］，it is still a difficult problem under the
unconstrained conditions of scale and position varia⁃
tion，background clutters，and serious occlusions.

Current tracking methods can be roughly divid⁃
ed into two categories：Discriminative correlation
filter（DCF）based methods［3-5］ and Deep Learning
based approaches［1，6-10］. The traditional DCF meth⁃
ods achieve higher calculation in the Fourier domain

for tracking process［3］. The improved DCF-based
approaches demonstrate to construct robust mod⁃
els［3-5］ ， imposing learning restrictions or mitigate
the filter degradation［3］. Recently，deep learning-

based way has been widely applied in the tracking
process. CFNet uses correlation filters in the fea⁃
ture extraction layer to improve the tracking accura⁃
cy［6］. DSiam studies the use of feature transforma⁃
tion to modify the Siamese branch and improve the
accuracy by suppressing the background［11］. RAS⁃
Net contains a variety of attention mechanisms to
make the tracking model adapt to the target［12］. In
order to obtain more accurate bounding box，Siam⁃
RPN introduces region proposal network（RPN）［13］

in SiamFC to avoid the complicated calculation of
obtaining multiple scales［14］. Inspired by SiamRPN，

DaSiamRPN improves the recognition ability by
adding hard negative data in the training process［15］.
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Advanced Siamese networks， such as Siam⁃
RPN++［7］ ， SiamMask［16］ and SiamDW［17］ use
modern deep networks to optimize the architecture.
SPM tracker combines coarse matching and fine
matching to improve robustness and recognition
ability［18］. The anchor designes in these trackers
avoid time-consuming multi-scale feature extrac⁃
tion. As the networks are deepen，the problem of
gradient disappearance may become more obvious
in the deep learning process. Densenet can help to
reduce vanishing-gradient， strengthen features
transfer，and reduce related parameter numbers to a
certain extent.

In this paper，we design an effective Siamese
attentional dense keypoints network（SiamADN）
based on anchor-free Siamese network to solve the
state estimation issue， and achieve good perfor⁃
mance. First，the dense network is introduced to ad⁃
vance the feature extraction process，which effec⁃
tively improves the performance of the follow-up
tracking process. Then we use the global attention，
and further improve the accuracy of the tracking
frame. Inspired by the related anchor-free detector
methods，our framework relies on anchor points and
uses corner detection to accurately predict the
bounding box. The key contributions of our paper
are summarized as follows.

To our knowledge，the attentional dense net⁃
work is proposed for tracking feature exaction. The
Densenet is applied to directly receive and transport
features through all the preceding layers，which can
alleviate vanishing gradients and enhance feature
propagation. Then the channel attention mechanism
is performed to obtain global information and com⁃
press integrated information.

An advanced corner detection network is intro⁃
duced to progress the tracking part，since it gets an
efficient way to find the missing target and increase
the tracking speed. To speed up the prediction step，
an anchor-free corner strategy is used to extract in⁃
formation for predicting the bounding box.

Comprehensive experiments are performed on
four challenging datasets （OTB-2015， LaSOT，

VOT and UAV123）. The tracking results demon⁃
strate that our designed method outperforms the ex⁃
isting state-of-the-art approaches.

1 Related Work

We mainly review the Siamese related tracking
methods because they dominate the tracking perfor⁃
mance in recent years. Tracking researchers are
committed to design faster and more accurate track⁃
ing algorithms，such as feature extraction，template
update，classifier design，and bounding box regres⁃
sion. Early feature extraction mainly uses color tex⁃
ture or other manual features. Thanks to the devel⁃
opment of deep learning，convolution feature CNN
is currently widely used.

Current studies show that the online training
and offline tracking methods based on deep neural
networks are feasible. Siamese structure is involved
to achieve better balance between accuracy and effi⁃
ciency. As a pioneering job，SiamFC constructs a
fully convolutional Siamese network to train the
tracker［8］. Encouraged by its success，many re⁃
searchers follow this work and propose some updat⁃
ed models. CFNet introduces a relevant filter layer
in the SiamFC framework and performs online
tracking to improve accuracy［6］. DSiam proposes to
modify the Siamese branches through two online
transformations and learns a dynamic Siamese net⁃
work to improve accuracy under acceptable speed
loss［11］. SAsiam constructs a dual Siamese network
with semantic and appearance branch［19］. These two
branches are trained separately to maintain the het⁃
erogeneity of features， but merged to improve
tracking accuracy during the testing. In order to deal
with scale change problems， these Siamese net⁃
works need to perform multi-scale search，which is
time-consuming. Attention mechanism can help to
discover the important components，seeking to in⁃
crease the tracking capability. MemTrack is to use
the attention scheme to search the object for match⁃
ing in the following tracking part［20］. SiamDA uses
a dual attention module to select the features，that
is effectively integrated into the Siamese network
for tracking［21］. Further，a siamese network with
multi-attention map is proposed to deal with the vi⁃
sual object tracking［22］.

Inspired by the RPN［14］，the SiamRPN tracker
performs region proposal extraction after the output
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of the Siamese network［13］. SiamRPN uses the joint
training of a classification branch and a regression
branch for region suggestion，avoiding the time-con⁃
suming step of extracting multi-scale feature maps
due to the invariance of target scale，and obtaining
very effective results. However，it is difficult to deal
with distractors that look similar to objects. These
RPN-based trackers use anchor points for regional
recommendations. In addition，the anchor box can
use depth feature mapping to avoid repeated calcula⁃
tions and greatly accelerate the tracking speed. Al⁃
though SiamRPN++ uses a very deep neural net⁃
work，it can still work at a fairly fast real-time speed.
The accuracy and speed of most advanced anchor-
free trackers（such as ECO［23］）still lag behind these
anchor-based trackers on challenging benchmarks
such as GOT-10K［24］. However，the tracking perfor⁃
mance is very sensitive to the relative hyper-parame⁃
ters of anchor，requireing careful adjustment and em⁃
pirical skills to achieve the desired performance. In
addition，the size and aspect ratio of the anchor box
are fixed. Even with heuristically adjusted parame⁃
ters，these trackers are still difficult to handle objects
with large shape deformation and posture changes. In
this paper，our method can greatly alleviate these
problems. In addition，we also prove that a tracker
with a much simpler structure can achieve better per⁃
formance than most advanced trackers.

2 Method

In this section，we first briefly introduce the
framework of siamese networks and the structure of
object tracking using siamese networks. Then we pre⁃
dict the bounding box by introducing the key point pre⁃
diction module. The corner detection sub-networks
predict the classification，regression and embedding in⁃
formation of the corner point for tracking.

2. 1 Siamese network

Siamese network［25］ is a neural network frame⁃
work. Its specific implementation is not limited to a
certain network. In simple terms，it can be imple⁃
mented with convolutional neural networks
（CNNs） or recurrent neural networks （RNNs）.
The Siamese network can be specifically explained
as a“conjoined neural network”，which has two
sub-neural networks like twins. The two sub-net⁃
works have the same structure， and share same
weight settings.

Specifically， the siamese network generally
consists of two equal branches： The template
branch and the search branch. The two branches
share weights to ensure that each has similar trans⁃
formations.

The overall network is illustrated in Fig. 1（a）.
The left side of Fig.1（a）is Siamese subnetwork for
feature extraction. We adopt Densenet as backbone

Fig.1 Overall framework and detail diagram of SiamADN
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network in Fig.1（b）. In the middle green box is the
corner detection module，which has two branches
one for top-left and another for bottom-right. In each
branch，we predict the classification， embedding
and offset of the key points.

2. 2 Dense network based siamese tracking

Based on the Siamese network［25］，the tracking
algorithm is applied to formulate target tracking as a
cross-correlation problem and learns tracking simi⁃
larity from a deep model［8］. The Siamese network is
divided into two branches：One branch is used to
learn the feature representation of tracking object，
and the other is used to learn the search area. We in⁃
troduce a dense network with attention mechanism
as the backbone of the tracking network. It contains
multiple dense blocks that can be directly connected
from any layer to all subsequent layers，in order to
improve the information flow and gradients in the
entire network，which makes them easy to train.

Inspired by the visual attention mechanism，we
add a feature channel attention module to the dense
network，which is called the global attention dense
module in Fig.2. The attention mechanism is consid⁃
ered to automatically obtain feature information，
with the purpose of automatically improving useful
features and suppressing unimportant features. We
use an improved global attention module in each
dense block. The spatial dimension is compressed，
and each feature map is globally pooled and aver⁃
aged to a true value. To some extent，the real num⁃
ber has a global receptive field.

The Densenet used in our experiment has three
dense blocks，and each dense block has an equal
number of layers. A convolution with 16 output
channels is performed on the input image. For a con⁃
volutional layer with a kernel size of 3×3，each side
of the input is filled with one pixel to keep the fea⁃
ture map size of each layer fixed. We use 1×1 con⁃

volution，and then use 2×2 average pooling as a
transition layer between two consecutive dense
blocks. At the end of dense block，the network per⁃
forms global average pooling，and then attaches a
SoftMax classifier.

2. 3 Corner detection

We detect an object as a pair of key points，
namely the top-left corner and the bottom-right cor⁃
ner of the bounding box. The convolutional network
predicts two heatmaps to represent the position of
the corners of different object categories，as one for
the upper left corner and the other for the lower
right corner. The network also predicts the embed⁃
ding vector（embedding） of each detected corner
point，so that the embedding distance between the
two corner points and the same object is close. In or⁃
der to generate a tighter bounding box，the network
also predicts the offset to slightly adjust the position
of the corner points. Using the predicted heatmap，
embedding，and offset，we apply a simple post-pro⁃
cessing algorithm to obtain the final bounding box.

We combine different information to get the
top-left corner pooling and the bottom-right corner
pooling. The structure of the pooling module in the
top-left corner is shown in Fig.3. We add the top
pooling to the left pooling，and the left pooling to
the top pooling，and then the two parts are com⁃
bined to get the top-left pooling. The bottom-right
pooling is also processed following the above pro⁃
cess. We add the right pooling to the bottom pool⁃
ing，and the bottom pooling to the right pooling，
and then combine the two to get the bottom right
pooling. In this way，the corner points can get richer

Fig.2 Structure of channel attention module

Fig.3 General structure of Corner detection
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object information.
We calculate the top-left branch and the bot⁃

tom-right branch，and then predict that the heatmap
representing the position of the corner point. The
corner point contains the target embedding vector，
as the classification part and the offset of the corner
point pair to shorten the distance between the tar⁃
gets. We use a simple post-processing method to lo⁃
cate the final target bounding box.

2. 4 Tracking process

The overall network structure is mainly divided
into two parts：Feature extraction and corner detec⁃
tion. Through the siamese network，the template
frame and search frame are extracted separately.
And the siamese network can be used to make the
two branches share weighs to ensure that the conver⁃
sion of each branch is similar. At the same time，in
order to reduce calculation，we increase the convolu⁃
tion level to reduce the image feature resolution. In
the feature extraction part，the dense network with
channel attention mechanism we designed can be
used to better spread the feature information and al⁃
leviate gradient disappearance. Then the corner de⁃
tection is performed on the feature information，and
the classification，regression and embedding infor⁃
mation can be obtained.

The procedure of the proposed object track al⁃
gorithm is summarized as follows［26］.

Step 1 Train the network to generate model.
Step 2 Take a block near the target in the

first frame，then resize it to a size of 127 pixel×127
pixel.

Step 3 Send the trained model and save
weights for regression， classification and embed⁃
ding，and do not update later.

Step 4 In the search frame，take the previous
frame position as the center and intercept a relative⁃
ly large area，then resize it to 255 pixel×255 pixel.

Step 5 Use the weight for classification，re⁃
gression and embedding retained in the first frame to
deconvolve the corresponding features extracted
from the search frame；get the classification，regres⁃
sion vector and object information of the upper left
corner and the lower right corner，so as to locate the

tracking object position.
The overall flow chart of the method is shown

in Fig.4.

2. 5 Loss function

We use the“pull”loss L pul to group the corner
points belonging to the object，and the“push”loss
L pus to separate the corner points between the fore⁃
ground and the background. We also use focus loss
L att to predict the attention map. We optimize the
complete training loss function by combining the
above loss functions to train our network end-to-end

L=αL att + γL cls+γL emb+δL off (1)
where L emb=θL pul + ωL pus denotes the loss of em⁃
bedding；α，β，γ and δ denote the weights for bal⁃
ance the full training loss.

3 Experiments

3. 1 Training dataset and evaluation training

Our method is implemented in Python3.9 using
PyTorch and run on NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.
The backbone network of our architecture［12］ is not
pretrained on any dataset. We train the network on
the training sets of COCO［27］，ImageNet DET［28］

and YouTube-Bounding Boxes Dataset［29］ and to
learn how to measure the similarity between general
objects for the general concept of visual tracking. In
training and testing，we set the input size of the tem⁃
plate patch to 127 pixel×127 pixel，and the size of
the search patch to 255 pixel×255 pixel. The code
will be published on GitHub.

We focus on the single object tracking on
OTB2015［30］，LaSOT［31］ and UAV123［32］. We use

Fig.4 Overall flowchart of the proposed method
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homemade UAV datasets to evaluate the tracking
effect of UAVs in the long-term tracking.

3. 2 Comparison

3. 2. 1 OTB⁃2015 Dataset

The standardized OTB benchmark provides a
fair testbed on robustness. The siamese based track⁃
er formulates the tracking as one-shot detection task
without any online update，thus resulting in inferior
performance on this no-reset setting benchmark.
However，we identify the limited representation
from the shallow network as the primary obstacle，
which prevents siamese based trackers from surpass⁃
ing top-performing methods，such as C-COT vari⁃
ants. We compare our tracker on the OTB2015 with
seven state-of-the-art trackers including Siam⁃
RPN［13］，CREST［33］，SINT［34］，CFNet［6］，Siam⁃
FC［8］，Staple［35］，and MemTrack［20］. Fig.5 shows the
comparison success and precision plots of OPE on
OTB-2015 Dataset. It indicates that our tracker pro⁃
duces outstanding results in both plots.

3. 2. 2 UAV123 Dataset

UAV123 dataset includes 123 sequences with
an average sequence length of 915 frames. Mem⁃

track is a tracking algorithm that uses the attention
mechanism. Our method also uses channel attention
to enhance tracking performance. In addition to com⁃
parison with the Memtrack tracker，ECO，ECO-

HC，KCFDP，SiamRPN，SiamFC，Staple，and
SAMF are all added on comparison. Fig.6 illus⁃
trates the precision and success plots of the com⁃
pared trackers. Specifically，our tracker achieves a
success score of 0.562，outperforming SiamRPN
（0.557）and ECO（0.525）with a large margin. Our
tracker can get the best results in both success plot
and precision plot，significantly outperforming the
baseline SiamRPN and other approaches.

3. 2. 3 LaSOT Testing Set

In order to further verify the proposed frame⁃
work on a larger and more challenging dataset［36］，
we conducted experiments on LaSOT Testing Set.
The dataset provides large-scale，high-quality dense
annotations，with a total of 1 400 videos and 280
videos in the testing set. Fig.7 reports the overall
performance of our tracker. Without bells and whis⁃
tles，our model is sufficient to achieve a state-of-the-

Fig.5 Evaluation results of trackers on OTB-2015 Dataset

Fig.6 Comparisons among recent update trackers on
UAV123
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art accuracy（AUC） score of 39.2%. The leading
results on such a large dataset show that our method
has good generalization ability for object tracking.
3. 2. 4 VOT

There are about 60 sequences in VOT2016，
and ten different sequences in VOT2018. VOT data⁃

sets have three commonly used evaluation indica⁃
tors：Accuracy，robustness，and expected average
overlap（EAO）. The accuracy is used to evaluate the
average overlap between the predicted bounding box
and the ground truth box during successful tracking.
The robustness is used to evaluate the failure rate.
EAO combines accuracy and robustness. We evalu⁃
ate our tracker on VOT2018 and the comparation re⁃
sult is show in Table 1. Through the table，we can
see that our designed trackers get the highest value
among the three classical evaluation criteria.

3. 2. 5 Homemade UAV datasets

We use our self-made UAV datasets to test the
method we designed. The datasets acquire a large
number of high-definition images including drone
targets through real-life photography，web crawlers
and data augmentation. The test results are shown
in Fig.8. Our tracker can distinguish bright，dim and

Fig.7 Comparisons on the LaSOT with state-of-the-art
tracking methods by using success and precision
plots

Table 1 Comparison with the state⁃of⁃ the⁃art in terms
of EAO, robustness, and accuracy on the
VOT2018 benchmark

Tracker
SiamRPN
MFT

DaSiamRPN
DeepSTRCF

Ours

Accuracy
0.586
0.505
0.569
0.523
0.593

Robustness
0.276
0.140
0.337
0.215
0.255

EAO
0.383
0.385
0.326
0.345
0.386

Fig.8 Example tracking results of our approach with other siamese network based trackers on the drone datasets
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complex backgrounds from the object. The Mem⁃
track and SiamFC may lost the target or confuse at
certain frame. With the help of attention，dense and
corner detections，our model can help to get better
tracking result.

3. 3 Ablation study

We study the impact of backbone architecture
and the attention mechanism on VOT2017. We
compare the Densenet-121 and Densenet-169 as
backbone. The modified Densenet-169 adds atten⁃
tion mechanism（AM）. And it can be seen that after
adding the AM，tracker produces better results［37］.
As shown in Table 2，under the same network，
EAO can increase by 3.2% after adding AM，and
speed only decays 4 frame/s.

4 Conclusions

In summary，we propose an effective siamese
attentional dense network，SiamADN， for visual
target tracking. By using channel attention module，
the network integrates global and local information
and contextual information. We do not perform
multi-scale search，in order to further simplify the
search process method. SiamADN uses the state of
a pair of corner points with a cascaded corner point
pooling， and designs anchors without any prior
knowledge. Extensive experiments on four different
tracking benchmarks can be verified，and our meth⁃
od achieves the most advanced performance. The
tracker we designed can track UAVs very well.
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SiamADN:用于无人机目标跟踪的孪生注意密集网络

王 志 1，2，王尔申 3，黄煜峰 3，杨斯淇 3，徐 嵩 3

（1.浙江建德通用航空研究院浙江通用航空运行技术研究重点实验室，建德 311612，中国；

2.中国民航管理干部学院通用航空系，北京 100102，中国；

3.沈阳航空航天大学电子信息工程学院，沈阳 110136，中国）

摘要：基于深度学习的单目标跟踪技术在诸多计算机视觉应用中取得了卓越的效果。然而，现有跟踪器在图像

目标变形、遮挡、移动等场景下的应用具有局限性。本文提出一种融合注意力机制和密集网络的孪生网络离线

跟踪方法（SiamADN），重点针对无人机等小目标的跟踪任务。首先，算法应用密集网络来减少消失梯度，从而

加强特征转移；其次，在密集网络结构中引入通道注意力机制，增强感兴趣的关注度；引入高级角点检测网络以

改进持续跟踪过程。在OTB⁃2015、UAV123，LaSOT 和VOT等跟踪数据集上进行了广泛的实验。实验结果表

明，在UAV123上的准确率为 78.9%，运行速度为每秒 32帧，具有较好的实际应用效果。

关键词：无人机；目标跟踪；密集网络；角点检测；孪生网络
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